
A pity to throw it
away: Insurer 
stores damaged art
in Germany

What happens to artworks which are too badly
damaged to be restored once the insurer has
paid out the claim? Up to 300 of them -

scratched, torn or punctured works by well-known artists
including Gerhard Richter, Christo and Giorgio de Chirico
- are stored in an AXA warehouse near the western Ger-
man city of Cologne. One of the world’s biggest art insur-
ers, AXA receives claims every year for damage to
paintings, sculptures and drawings. Some 80 percent of
them can be restored. The rest, which either cannot be or
are too expensive to be repaired come to this warehouse.

“We store artworks, objects and collector items by no-
table artists for which we have compensated our cus-
tomers, we take ownership of them and keep them for the
future,” said Kai Kuklinski, head of AXA Art Insurance.
“The main goal is to keep this art as it is too much of a
pity to throw it away,” he said. AXA gives some pieces,
which include paintings, collector items and antiquities, to
research projects. Some are auctioned for charity and
others kept, in case they can be repaired later, once
restoration techniques have improved. “Otherwise, we
keep things for many  years, up to decades, in our ware-
house,” said Kuklinksi. Works in the Cologne warehouse
include a damaged offset print of Christo’s “Wrapped Re-
ichstag”. Another is “Black Red Gold”, a painting by Ger-
hard Richter which was damaged because of the way it
was hung. One of the most unusual items is a painting by
Giorgio de Chirico which was almost destroyed when a
wrecking ball from next door ripped through it as it hung
on the wall of a house. — Reuters
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Naief Abou of German art logistics company Roggendorf
Master Packer unpacks the damaged sculpture
“Waescherin” by an unknown artist during a media tour
in a depot of German art insurer AXA Art that stores dam-
aged art in Cologne, Germany. — Reuters

Costume designer Ane Crabtree attends Comic Con in New York where she was part of a panel judging costumes. — AFP

From the United States to Argentina, by way of Ireland and
Poland, the red habit and white bonnet synonymous with “The
Handmaid’s Tale” have become a powerful symbol of the

#MeToo movement. Yet its potency has come as a shock to 54-
year-old costume designer Ane Crabtree, the creator of the now
iconic outfit for the runaway-hit television series based on the
dystopian 1985 novel by Margaret Atwood. “It’s a very big thing.
It’s grown bigger than the purpose I designed it for,” Crabtree told
AFP during a recent visit to New York to be a judge at Comic Con.

The book’s success has been amplified by the wild popularity
of the Hulu series, which first aired in April 2017 just as liberal
America started contending with the presidency of Donald Trump.
Atwood’s nightmare of an America transformed into a totalitarian
society, where women are reduced to sexual slavery, quickly be-
came a parable to many about the political shift to the right and
the national reckoning about sexual abuse. Since then, female pro-
testers have donned the costumes worn on TV by the persecuted
women on Gilead all over the world.

In Washington, women who opposed the confirmation of new
Supreme Court Justice Brett Kavanaugh-in part because of sexual
assault allegations against him-donned the habit. Others wore it at
abortion rallies in Buenos Aires and Dublin, or at anti-Trump rallies
in Warsaw. Crabtree, the daughter of a US father from Kentucky
and a Japanese mother from Okinawa, admits she was oblivious to
the phenomenon at first. “For two and a half years, I was doing ‘The
Handmaid’s Tale’. I did not really see the impact,” she says.

Filming was intense and breaks were rare. It was only after-
wards that Crabtree, who worked in fashion in the 1990s before
moving into television, realized that her design had taken on a
life of its own. “For me, it’s brilliant news-it’s something that’s
quite emotional and emotionally satisfying,” she tells AFP. “As

an artist, you are trying to express the times, aren’t you? Trying
to understand how to communicate and emotionally commune
with people.”

‘Normal and terrifying’ 
Her costume-which instantly evokes dread-clearly struck a

chord, even if the design cost her countless sleepless nights and
lengthy periods of self-doubt. “I had great love for the story and
respect for the story,” she said. “I didn’t want to get it wrong.” But
she knew she wanted “to do something different, not just do a pe-
riod look that nobody would relate to in 2016,” explained Crabtree.
“I wanted people to be afraid. I wanted it to be normal and terri-
fying. Sometimes the most terrifying things are the most normal
things and then you think, ‘Oh my God, it could happen-this really
could be me’.”

Crabtree’s bet paid off, but she didn’t escape unscathed. The
two seasons she spent working on “The Handmaid’s Tale” dredged
up a past she had been keen to forget. “This show triggers too
much of my own personal life and I didn’t realize this until this
month,” she said. US President Donald Trump’s 2016 election vic-
tory left her “so angry” that she threw her rage into her work and
says the experience brought to the surface sexual abuse she suf-
fered as a child.

‘Healing’ 
“I didn’t remember anything till I was 28 and it is still buried in

many ways,” she said. “It was not at the forefront when I began this
journey with ‘The Handmaid’s Tale’ but it has absolutely highlighted
everything,” she added. The mental toll became so onerous that she
left the series after two seasons, despite the show’s enormous suc-
cess and the boost it had given her career. “It’s so healing in the
long run, it’s both very painful and beautiful at the same time... how
it keeps coinciding with real life.”

While she has since worked on other projects-notably a “fem-
inist” film with “Mudbound” director Dee Rees and another with
actress Anjelica Huston-Crabtree is happy to see her costumes take
on a life of their own. Reality star Kim Kardashian made a “Hand-
maid’s Tale” statement-albeit an incongruous one with a plunging
neckline, bulging cleavage and thigh-high slit. Lingerie website
Yandy caused uproar with a “Brave Red Maiden Costume” for Hal-
loween-a skimpy, skin-tight minidress with long red cape and white
bonnet, which it was forced to withdraw in late September under
a storm of controversy. Crabtree laughs it off. “Everyone is going
to dress themselves the way it fits them,” she says. “I am a purist-
any artist would want to see it the way they envisioned-but maybe
that’s ego and maybe we should just let people be.”— AFP

Employees of German art insurer AXA Art unpack the dam-
aged artwork ‘Fragile Identity 9r’ by Matias Putus during a
media tour.

#MeToo personal for ‘Handmaid’s 
Tale’ costume designer

Women dressed as characters from the novel-turned-TV series “The
Handmaid’s Tale” stand in an elevator at the Hart Senate Office Building.


